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High speed machining (HSM) is becoming
common in more and more sectors of industry,
such as aerospace manufacturing. With this
process a complex work-piece can be made in a
short time. HSM technology is not cheap, still,
relevant savings can be achieved by reducing the
outlay of the assembling. By creating a large and
complex part from a single work-piece, even 90%
of the material can be removed during the milling
process. That is why it is important to use a large
material removal rate, whilst we also need good
surface quality and geometric precision.
Machine tool vibration is a well known problem
in high speed milling, which is caused by the
regeneration effect of the machined surface. This
large-amplitude vibration is also called chatter.
This vibration shortens the lifetime of the tool and
causes unacceptable surface quality. Efficient
technical parameters for stable cutting can be
chosen from the stability charts [1], but in most
cases, forced vibrations still occur at these
parameters [2].

Figure 1: 2DoF model.

In our analysis, a 2 DoF flexible tool and rigid
work-piece model was used (Fig. 1.), because the
first modal frequencies in the x and y directions
are the lowest and most important ones due to the
small damping of the machine tool structure. A
helical tool (Fig. 2.) was considered during the
calculation. The position of the tool-centre is
described by the q=[x y]T vector. The governing
equation of the system is given by
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where W(t) is the directional force coefficient
matrix [3]. The mass ( M ), damping ( K ) and the
stiffness ( S ) matrices are determined with
experimental modal analysis by a standard impact
test procedure.
The semi-discretization method [4] is used to
determine the stability boundaries of the
stationary cutting process.

Figure 2: Geometry of a helical edged tool.

The forced motion of the tool-centre and the path
of the edges can be calculated in closed form by
using the Fourier series of the cutting force. The
surface can be generated by using these solutions.
In case of helical tool, the machined surface is
three dimensional. To describe the surface
properties, the maximal surface location error
(MSLE) is calculated, which is the maximal
distance between the desired surface and the
machined surface.

Experimental measurements are based on [5]. The
Aluminium alloy material is fixed on table with
high flexibility in y direction (Fig. 4.). The result
of the measurement confirms the numerical
results.

The stability boundary and the MSLE are shown
in Figure 3. It can be seen that large axial
immersion can be chosen for the stable region at
special spindle speeds. In these points, the ratio of
the system natural frequency and tooth passing
frequency are close to integer. Hence, the system
is in resonance because of the higher Fourier
harmonics of the cutting force. These forced
vibrations cause poor surface quality, so the
efficient technological parameters cannot be used.
It can be seen in Figure 3. that at special axial
immersions, the surface property is very good.
These optimal points are placed along lines. These
lines are given by
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where w is the axial immersion, p is the helix
pitch, Z is the number of teeth, Ω is the spindle
speed, α is the natural frequency of the system.
This phenomenon is caused only by the helical
edged tool. Along these lines the respective
Fourier component of the cutting force is close to
zero.

Figure 3: Maximum surface location error. Solid
lines denote the stability boundary.

Figure 4: The schematic configuration of the
experiment
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